
Man (1)]; the total target volume absorbed dose is then
the summation of all of the source volume absorbed
dose contributions. This approach was developed by
the MediCal Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) Commit
tee of the Society of Nuclear Medicine (2â€”4).Estima
tion of average absorbed dose has proven to be highly
useful for the determination of radiation doses from
internally deposited radionuclides, particularly when
the radionudide is used for diagnostic purposes (e.g.,
where normal tissues doses are well below tissue radia
tion tolerance). For purposes of radiation therapy,
where an accurate estimation of the radiation dose to
therapy-limitingtissuesisrequiredin ordertomaximize
the therapeutic benefit, clinically implementable meth
ods for assessment of the spatially varying radiation
dose over normal and tumor-containing tissue volumes
similar to those now used for external beam radiation
therapy are needed.

METhODOLOGY

Basic Approach
The method we have developed(5) requiresthe following

input: a user-selectableradionucide-specificpoint sourceker
nd (stored as a lookup table); a collection ofcontours, derived
frompatientCT scans,comprisinga three-dimensionalmatrix
that definesone or more sourcevolumes;a correspondingset
of independentlydetermined cumulated activity concentra
tions; and a target plane (generally chosen to intersect a
therapy-limiting or target tissue). The algorithm convolves the
sourcevolumecumulated activitydistributionwith the point
sourcekernelto yielda two-dimensionalmatrixofdose values
corresponding to points on the target plane. The dose matrix
is converted into a set of color-coded isodose contours which
are displayed superimposed on the CT image corresponding
to the target plane.

Briefly,the dose calculationproceedsas follows.The dis
tance between a given voxel inside an activity-containing
source volume and a point on the target plane is calculated.
This distance is then found in the lookup table ofdose versus
distance (i.e., the point source kernel) to obtain the dose per
unit cumulated activity; this dose is multiplied by the cumu

A calculationalapproachis deSCribedthat providesthe
spatially varying radiation absorbed dose, presented as
isodose contours superimposed on CT images, from non
uniform and/or irregular cumulated activity distributions.
CTimagesarereadfrommagnetictapeandaredisplayed
ona high-resolutioncolorgraphicsdisplaymonitor.Source
tissue geometriesare definedon a seriesof contiguous
CT imagesautomatically(byanedgedetectionalgorithm)
or manually(usinga trackball),therebyobtaininga three
dimensional representation of the various source volumes
of activity.Dosecalculationsareperformedusinga radio
nuclide-specific absorbed dose point kernel in the form of
a lookuptable.ThemethoddeScribedyieldsthespatially
varying dose delivered to tumor and normal tissue volumes
from a patient-specific cumulated activity distribution in a
dinicallyimplementablemanner.This levelof accuracyin
determining normal tissue and tumor doses may prove
valuable in the evaluation and implementation of radio
nuclides and radiolabeled compounds for therapeutic pur
poses.

J NucI Med 1990; 31:1884â€”1891

onventional approaches to the determination of
absorbed dose in humans from internally deposited
radionucides and labeled compounds generally include
the collection of serial blood, total-body, and organ
time-activity data. Integration ofthese data yield source
volume cumulated activities. Assuming a uniform dis
tribution of cumulated activities within each source
region and a uniform deposition of radiation energy
within each target region, the average absorbed dose to
a given target region from a given source region is
estimated for a specific anatomic model [e.g., Standard
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iated activity in the source voxel and assigned to the given
target plane point. The total absorbed dose to the target point
is then obtained by summing the contribution from each
source voxel. The procedure is repeated for the next target
point until a total dose value has been assigned to all points

on the two-dimensional grid defining the target plane.
The approach describedrelieson image-basedanatomical

information to define activity containing source volumes. The
basic algorithm has been incorporated into a VAX/VMS
FORTRAN softwarepackage,Internal Dosimetryfor Treat
ment Planning (IDTP), consisting of 10 programs, each of
which controls a well-defined stage of the treatment planning
process. The support structure (i.e., CT tape translation, image
display and handling, region of interest definition, etc.) of an
external beam three-dimensional treatment planning pro
gram, developedat the Medical PhysicsDepartment of Me
morial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (6), was maintained
for IDTP. Use of this structure (6â€”8)for internal dosimetry
maintains compatibility with an established treatment plan
fling environment, thereby facilitating incorporation of con
tinuingimprovementsin externalbeamtreatmentplanning
software.

The Point Source Dose Kernel
Appropriate selection of a point source kernel for a given

dosimetry calculation is critical. The point source kernel is a
table of absorbed doses versus the corresponding distances
from a point source. The first dose value (corresponding to
the first distance entry r,) is equal to the energy deposited in
a sphere of radius r, centered at the source point divided by
the mass of the sphere. Remaining dose values are equal to
the energy deposited within a spherical shell ofinner and outer
radii r, and r1,respectively, for a distance r from the source
point divided by the massof the sphericalshell. The point
source kernel incorporates the radionuclide [in the form of its
emissionspectrum(9)], theabsorbingmedium,andthescale
and resolution of the calculation (determined by the point
kernel'slist of distances).

In anticipation ofthe need to select point kernels appropri
ate to the emissions and their energies of each radionuclide,
differing scales of the dose calculation, and differing compo
sitions ofthe stopping medium; we have adopted an approach
that permits one to insert point kernels into the treatment
planningcalculation.The pointkernelisprovidedasinputin
the form ofan appropriately formatted file containing a dose
distance table. The point-kernel generation process (e.g., cx
perimental measurements, analytical or Monte Carlo calcu
lations) and the dose calculation process are therefore distinct.
A variety of dose point kernels are available. These include
the tables of Berger for photons and for monoenergetic dcc
trons (10â€”12),the tables of Cross for beta emitters (13), and
the analyticaldose point kernelsof Prestwichet al. for beta
emitters (14). In addition, analytical dose point kernels for
alpha and for monoenergetic electron emitters have been
derived(15) fromthe empiricalrange-energyrelationsofPolig
(16) and Cole ( 17), respectively.

Our IDTP-based dosimetry calculations were obtained
using a point source kernel generated by the Electron Gamma
Shower (EGS) Monte Carlo simulation program (18). The
EGS code allows one to define the point source emission
spectrum as a series of distinct emissions, each characterized

byitsenergy,frequencyandtype(e.g.,photonorelectron).A
continuous energy beta-decay spectrum should be approxi
mated by partitioning the spectrum into a series of discrete
energies and their corresponding frequencies (19) when the
maximum range exceeds the spatial resolution of the calcula
tion. The chemical composition of the absorbing medium
may also be defined; the illustrative calculations presented in
this paper are for a water-equivalent medium. Since the point
kernel is generated assuming an infinite medium of uniform
composition, the IDTP calculations do not take into account
tissue inhomogeneitieswithin organs(e.g.,tumors) or transi
tion effects (20) at the interface between an organ and its
surroundings (e.g., bone-soft tissue).

We have chosen EGS-derived point kernels for our calcu

lations because EGS is flexible and well-documented, has been
experimentally well characterized, and most importantly is
comparable in accuracy to other available point kernels (21).
The current versionof EGS, EGS4, is applicableto electron
energies down to 10 keV and photon energies down to a few
keVwhenwater is the stoppingmedium (22). It is important
to note that given the dimensional scale of the CT-based
treatmentplanningcalculationtherangeof low-energydcc
tron emissions is less than voxel dimensions and their dose
contribution is therefore included assuming absorption at the
pointof emission.

An alternative to EGS4 at low energies is ETRAN, the

Monte Carlo code developed by Berger and Seltzer for appli
cationsat energiesof a fewMeV andlower(23).Themajor
differencesin electron transport between the two codes at
lower energies lie in the manner in which residual electron
energyis handledoncethe electronhistory is terminatedand
in the bremsstrahlung cross section (21 ). When an electron
history is terminated in ETRAN, the remaining electron en
ergy is deposited at a randomly chosen point between zero
and the residual range of the electron. In contrast, EGS
deposits the residual energy at the point where the history is
terminated. The EGS approximation is appropriate for CT
based treatment planning since the scale of the calculation is
much larger than the residual range of low-energy electrons.
EGS's treatment of bremsstrahlung differs from that of
ETRAN in that the bremsstrahlung cross-section is underes
timated at lower electron energies while the X-ray yield is
overestimated. In most applications (and especially in low
atomic number media such as water), however, this is of little
consequence since the bremsstrahlung energy for low-energy
electrons is a small fraction ofthe total electron energy. These
differences in the handling of low-energy electrons do not
result in very significant calculational differences; the EGS

results for low-energy electron transport in water do not
deviate by more than 5% from the ETRAN results (21). For
low-energyphotons, EGSincludesRayleighscattering,which
isnotincludedin ETRAN.

Source Volume Specification
A source volume is a user-defined volume ofarbitrary shape

(subject to the constraints ofthe finite image matrix) which is
assigned an independently determined cumulated activity
concentration. Patient-specific source volumes are generated
from CT images by first identifying the structure or structures
to be assigned cumulated activity concentrations and, starting
from the first (most superior or most inferior) CT slice in
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which the structure is visible, drawing a contour around the
peripheryof each as seenon each of the contiguousCT slices.
Contours may be drawn either manually using a trackball or
automaticallyusingan edgedetectionalgorithm.The result is
a seriesofcontours(each associatedwitha particularCT slice)
which when stacked form a representation ofthe three-dimen
sional surface ofthe structure ofinterest (see Figures 1and 2).
The set of contours are grouped and identified by a user

providedâ€œstructurename.â€•Each surfacethus defined forms
the boundary of a source volume. A cumulated activity con
centration is then assigned to points within each such volume.
In this manner, one may define any number of patient
specific, activity-containing volumes. A nonuniform activity
distribution within a particular volume may be approximated
by dividingthe structure into substructures,each of which is
assigned a distinct cumulated activity concentration. This
approach for assigning tissue cumulated activities is practical
given the relatively coarse spatial resolution and limited con
trast of planar and SPECT imaging and the resulting small
number ofidentifiable regionsofinterest (ROIs)in evenlarge
anatomicstructures(24).Thedegreeto whicha setofcontours
represents the actual structure geometry will depend on the
thicknessand inter-slicespacingof the CT slices,the radio
graphic contrast, and the accuracy with which the contours
are drawn. Although the contour representation ofa particular
structure may be better resolved in a CT study with a smaller
interslice spacing and slice thickness, additional contour draw
ing and computational time are required.The CT slicethick
ness should be made sufficiently small for a reasonable num
ber of CT slices to span the source volume. If the source
volumesare spanned by more than ten or lessthan three CT
slices, for example, one should consider increasing or decreas
ing the CT slice thickness, respectively.

Once the source volumes are defined as sets of contours

they may be displayed in a â€œwire-frameâ€•image. This is shown
in Figure 1, which depicts a set of liver and intra-hepatic

tumor contours. Such a display provides an overall view of
the calculationalvolumeand relationshipsamong the source
and targetvolumes.As shownin Figure2, a differentviewor
perspectivemay be displayedby real-time â€œrotationâ€•of the
gantry or the couch using the trackball. One may also exclude
one or more contour setsthereby providing an unobscured
view of specific structures of interest. For example, the set of
contours corresponding to the body surface (depicted in yellow
in Figure 1)havebeenâ€œturnedoffâ€•in Figure 2.

Target Region Specification
The two-dimensionalarea on a plane withinwhichisodose

contoursare to becomputedand displayedisthe targetregion.
This region is usually defined within a single transverse CT
image. One selects a slice containing a critical (i.e., dose
limiting) organ or target structure (e.g., tumor). Superimposed
upon this image is a grid whose spacing, size (length and
width),and position may be adjustedby the user (Cf.Fig. 3).
The grid determines the spacing of points (defined by the
intersecting grid lines) at which doses are computed. The grid
size and position specify the target region over which isodose

contours will be generated. In order to optimize computation
time, the grid spacing and size should be commensurate with
the detail and overall size, respectively, of the pertinent anat
omy. The target region may include regions within and/or
outside the cumulated activity-containing source volume.

FIGURE1
An anterior view of a wire frame diagram depicting the periph
ery of the body in yellow, the liver in dark bue, and three small
tumorsin pink,lightblue,andorange,Eachsetof contours
representscontoursdrawnfromthe anatomyof the patient
as shownon a consecutiveseriesof CT images.To the left
of the wire frame diagram are shown a transverse,sagittal,
andcoronalslice(eachtakenthroughthe mid-plane,at the
levelof the cross-hair,of the respectiveview).To the right of
the wire frame diagram a view of the gantry and couch is
depctedfromthefront,fromthesideandfromabovein the
top,middleandbottompanel,respectively.

DoseCalculations
Oncea point kernel,eachsourcevolumeand its cumulated

activity concentration, and a target plane have been specified,
the absorbeddosecalculation is performed as follows. The
distance between a source point and a target point is calcu
lated. This distance is used to find, by interpolation, the
corresponding dose contribution in the point kernel table.
This process is repeated until all source points have been
exhausted.The dose value assignedto the target point is the

FIGURE 2
An oblique view of the wire frame diagram depicted in Figure
1. The set of contours representing the periphery of the body
have been â€œturnedoffâ€•to better display the liver and the
intrahepatictumors. To the right of the wire frame diagram
thegantryandcouchorientationsusedto obtainthisvieware
depicted.
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tions is odd, then the point is insidethe surface;otherwise,it
is outside or on the surface.

2. Will the dose-calculation algorithm hold when calculat
ing the absorbeddose to target points inside the source vol
ume? To answer this, we must first rigorouslydefine both a
target and a source point. A sourcepoint may be thought of
as a point at the center ofa small cube ofedge dl, volume dli,
and cumulatedactivity [A] x dP, where[A] is the cumulated
activity concentration within the source volume. The target
planepointsdefinethecoordinatesforwhichdosecalculations
are to be performed; no volume is associated with these points.
Consider a target point inside a source volume. Proceeding
according to the algorithm, the distance between the target
point and everypoint in the sourcevolume is calculatedand
used to obtain a dose value from the point kernel. Each such
dosevalueis multiplied by thesourcepoint cumulatedactivity
and is then added to the dose sum for the giventarget point.
Now consider a point kernel for a pure low-energy electron
emitter. Let us assume that the electron range is r @mand
that the total energy deposited within a sphere ofradius r @m
from a point source at the center is E@.Assuming the distance
r1correspondingto the firstentry in the point kernelisgreater
than r Mmand letting V, equal the volume of a sphere of
radius r,, the point kernel entries would be as follows: (r,,Eo/
V,), (r2,0), . . ., (rN,O).The first entry reflects the energy density
(per disintegration)resulting from a point source inside a
sphere of radius r,, while the remaining entries are all zero

(1) (reflectingthe short rangeofthe emission).Becausethe target
and sourcepoints are generallynot congruent, the distance
between the target point and even the nearest source point
may be greater than r,. The algorithm would yield in this case
an erroneous absorbed dose of zero. The solution we have
implemented is based upon assigninga mean local dose to
targetpointsinsidethesourcevolume.Themeanlocaldose
is evaluated within a spherical volume defined by the diagonal
distance across a source voxel. The steps required to incor
porated assignment ofthe mean local dose into the algorithm
are as follows:

1. Calculate the diagonal distance (largest distance)
across a source voxel (= dl x s/i).

2. The energy deposited in a sphere with diameter equal
to the diagonalcalculatedin Step 1is obtainedin the
following manner. The first entry in the point kernel
table, E,/V,, is multiplied by the volume V, of a
sphere of radius r,, yielding the energy, E,. Each
subsequent point kernel entry, E@/V@,is multiplied by
the volume V of the spherical shell of thickness
r,@,â€”r,,yielding the energy F.@,until the distance r,
equals (interpolating, if necessary) one-half of the
diagonal calculated in Step 1. The resulting energies,
E@,are summed to yield the total energy deposited in
a sphere of radius equal to one-halfof the diagonal
calculated in Step 1.

3. Multiply the energy obtained in Step 2 by the cumu
lated activity concentration in the source volume.

4. Assign this mean local dose to every target point
insidethesourcevolume.

5. Apply the algorithm described above (Cf. Eq. 1) only
when the distance between a given target-source point
pair is greater than one-half the diagonal calculated
in Step I.

IM'.6E IL :
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FIGURE 3
The grid used to define the region for which isodose contours
will begeneratedis shownoverlaidon a CT imagethrough
theliver.

sum of the individual contributions from all of the source
points. The algorithm then shifts to another target point and
the entire procedureis repeated.Mathematicallythe dose,D,
to targetpoint i may be expressedas:

where

D =@ K(r@)x A@,

r@1= distance between source pointj (at x@,y3,zj)
andtargetpointi (atx, y1,z@)

=

K(r,@)= point kernellookup table dose at a
distance r@,

A@= cumulatedactivityat sourcepointj
= [A](dl)3

where

[A] = the cumulatedactivityconcentrationin the source
volume

dl = the length ofthe source voxel edge.

Two important practical problems had to be resolvedto
implementthis algorithm.

I. Given a setof coordinatesdefininga closedsurface
within a three-dimensional matrix of points, how does one
identify points inside the surface in a computationally efficient
manner? This is essential in order to distinguish target points
insidethesourcevolumefromtargetpointsoutsidethesource
volume. The technique to determine whether a point lies
insideaclosedsurfaceisbasedondeterminingthenumberof
times a ray emanating from the target point intersects the
closedsurfaceofthe source(6, 20). Ifthe number of intersec
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Steps1through4 definethe meanlocaldose.The mean
local dose is essentially an averaging over the inter-source
point distances, it is calculated by multiplying the cumulated
activity concentration by the total energy per disintegration
that is deposited in a sphere of a given dimension. This
approach is similar to that described by the MIRD Committee

for calculating the dose due to â€œnon-penetratingâ€•emissions
(e.g.,electrons)(2). The total energyper disintegrationcorre
sponds to a sum of the MIRD equilibrium dose constants
over these emissions. Our implementation is a modification

ofthe MIRD approach in that the energy per disintegration is
determined for a sphere such that the energy deposited outside
the sphere is not included in the mean local dose; this energy
is accounted for by Equation 1. For nonpenetrating radiations,
the MIRD approach assigns all of the emission energy to the
emitter point of origin (i.e., electron range is neglected). By
using the point source kernel and determining the energy
deposited in a given sphere, our technique ignores the electron
dose distribution only for electron ranges less than the sphere
radius. One should note that if the electron ranges are all
shorter than the radius of the sphere, our approach for calcu
lating the mean local dose is equivalent to the MIRD ap
proach.This doseis introducedto eliminatethe artifactual
variability in inter-sourcepoint dose (i.e., for target points
within the source volume) caused by representing a continu
ous distribution of activity by a discrete set of points. An
alternativesolution,ofcourse, wouldbe to increasethe source
point density. However, because increasing source point den
sity may dramatically increase computation time with only
minimal improvement in accuracy, the source point density
shouldbechosento satisfytherequiredspatialresolution,or
scale, of the particular treatment plan as dictated by the
dimensions of the source volumes (as visualized by external
imaging) rather than by the need to eliminate a calculational
artifact. In Step 5, the dose contributions to a target point
from source points separated by a target-to-source point dis
tance less than or equal to one-halfthe diagonal calculated in
Step 1 (inter-sourcepoint spacing)are set to zero since these
dose contributions have already been taken into account by
the mean local dose (Steps 1 through 4). The dose contribu
tionsfromsourcepointsseparatedbya target-to-sourcepoint
distance greater than one-half the diagonal are calculated
without modification according to the previously described
algorithm (Cf. Eq. 1).

IsodoseContourDisplay
The finaloutput ofthe dosecalculationportion ofIDTP is

a two-dimensional matrix ofdose values corresponding to the
target region grid points specified by the user. The isodose
contour display portion of IDTP allows one to superimpose
isodosecontourson the CT imagecorrespondingto the target
plane (20, 25). The program provides a set of eight equally
spaced isodose levels, displayed as closed color-coded curves,
ranging from zero to the maximum calculated dose in the
image.The user may, witha trackball,scanthroughand view
the contour corresponding to any ofthe dose values achieved.
Each contour is color-coded with the corresponding dose. The
isodose contour for one or more selected dose values may be
displayed, thereby allowing the user to generate a map of the
dose distribution over the tissues of interest (see Figures 4, 5,
and 6).

RESULTS

The calculational scheme we have described consists
ofa series ofwell-defined mathematical steps; no Monte
Carlo calculations are performed during a dose calcu
lation. The accuracy of the dose calculation depends
upon the accuracy of the point kernel employed and
on the accuracy ofthe calculational approach. EGS has
been extensively tested against both experimental meas
urements and other Monte Carlo stimulation packages
(21, 22). The basic algorithm and its implementation

have been tested against analytically derived dose esti
mates using analytically generated point kernels and
spherical geometries. Doses resulting from very short
range emitters have been compared with estimates ob
tamed directly from MIRD equilibrium dose constants
(dose inside the source volume = equilibrium dose
constant x cumulated activity concentration) and are
in good agreement (difference < 1%). Doses arising
from photon emitters have also been compared (differ
ences < 3%) with MIRD estimates (26) for a range of
photon energies (0.03-1.50 MeV). The errors associated
with neglecting differences in tissue composition and in
the interface between tissues will vary depending on the
radionucide emission spectrum.

The results of a treatment plan designed to illustrate
IDTP's features are presented in Figures 4-6. Figure 4
depicts the isodose contours due to three small activity
containing tumors within liver. Each tumor was as
signeda cumulated activity concentration of 7.4 x i0@
MBq-s/ml of iodine-i 3 1 (â€˜@â€˜I)(i.e., an initial activity
concentration of 20 @iCi/mland no biologic clearance);

FIGURE 4
ACTimagethroughthelivershowingtwosmalltumorsinthe
anterior portion of the liver. The isodose contours resulting
from a cumulatedactivity concentrationof 7.4 x 10@MBq-s/
ml of 1311in the two visibletumors as well as in a third tumor
(not visible in this planeâ€”Cf.Figures 1 and 2) have been
overlaid.The dose values(in cGy) assignedto each isodose
contourareshownonthelowerright.Theorangecontouris
broken into two dosed circles both corresponding to a dose
of @1cGy.The smallercirde is locatedabovethe third tumor
in theposteriorpartof the liverandreflectsanenhancement
in dose due to activity in the third tumor.
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the isodose contours resulting from the three tumors
with an indium-i 11 (â€˜â€˜â€˜In)cumulated activity concen
tration of 2.6 x 106MBq-s/ml (i.e., an initial activity
concentration of200 @iCi/ml and no biologic clearance);

no activity has been assigned to normal liver. Note that
as a result of the lower energy (0. 172, 0.274 MeV) of
the â€˜â€˜â€˜Inphotons the radial decrease in dose is much
slower than that for @â€˜I(0.364 MeV) (see Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

We have developed a calculational approach that
allows one to obtain position-dependent tissue radiation
absorbed dose estimates from irregular and nonuniform
distributions of internal radionuclides. The source vol
umes are defined from patient CT images, thereby
allowing for dosimetry calculations based on each in
dividual patient's geometry rather than on â€œStandard
Manâ€•geometry (1). Doses are displayed as isodose
contours superimposed on a CT image. This allows one
to correlate the regional, spatially varying dose with the
true patient geometry. Independently determined cu
mulated activities (2, 27, 28) must be provided as input
data. Methods have been developed for determination
of source region activity and/or activity concentration
based upon quantitative planar (29) and SPECT (24)
imaging. Recently developed computer algorithms for
anatomically matching SPECT three-dimensional ac
tivity distributions to CT and MM scans may facilitate

assignment of cumulated activities to anatomical re
gionsasvisualizedon CT and MRI images(30-32).

In interpreting the isodose contours shown in Figures
4â€”6,one mustkeepin mindthat a keyassumptionof
the algorithm is that of a homogeneous medium, that
is, differences in tissue mass and electron mass density
arenot takenintoaccount.Thehomogeneousmedium
assumption is used for photons in external beam treat
ment planning applications in cases where the beam
does not traverse bone or lung (6, 20). When changes
in mass or electron density are significant, however, the
equivalentpath lengthapproachprovidesa feasible
solution (33). Although not yet implemented in IDTP,
this approach involves scaling the distance between each
source and target point according to the composition
of the regions traversed. Since the equivalent path
length will differ depending on the emission type (e.g.,

photon, electron, alpha particle) one must resolve the
point-kernel into distinct point-kernels corresponding
to the respective type of emission. The dose to a target
point can then be obtained by calculating the equivalent
path length for each type ofemission and summing the
corresponding doses from each emissions type-specific
point-kernel.

The clinical applicability of IDTP in large part will
be determined by the time required to generate radia
tion dose estimates for a particular patient. The major
ity oftime is spent identifying and drawing the contours

FIGURE 5
A CTimageshowingtheisodosecontoursresultingfroman
1311 cumulated activity concentration of 1 .1 x 1 0Â° MBq-s/ml in

each of the three tumors and 3.7 x 10@MBq-s/ml in the
normalliver.

a cumulated activity concentration ofzero was assigned
to the normal liver. In this contrast CT image, two of
the tumors are visible as small hypodense regions in the
anterior section ofthe liver. The third tumor is inferior
to the level ofthis CT image and is therefore not visible.
Note the rapid decrease in dose outside the tumor
regions (i.e., bright orange contour at 1504 cOy to the
light blue contour at 105 cOy). The effect on the dose
proffle from activity in the third tumor is visible at the
posterior section of the liver, illustrating the three

dimensional nature of the absorbed dose calculation.
Figure 5 depicts isodose contours due to â€˜@â€˜iwhen the
normal liver activity concentration is added to that of
the three tumors. In this figure, each tumor was assigned
a cumulated activity concentration of 1.1 x 106MBq
s/mi and the normal liver was assigned a cumulated
activity concentration of3.7 x l0@MBq-s/mi. The dose
near the surface ofthe body is -@l5cGy. Figure 6 depicts

FIGURE 6
The CT image of Figure 4 is shown with the isodose contours
resulting from an 111lncumulated activity concentration of 2.6
x I 06 in each of the three previously descnbed tumors.
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for each source volume. The operator first examines
each transverse CT image, identifies the subset of im
ages that contain the structure or structures of interest,
and then draws the appropriate contour for each struc
ture on each CT slice. The time required to complete
this process may take up to several hours depending on
the complexity ofthe particular patient geometry. Most
ofthis time is devoted to human decision making. This
time may be minimized by resorting to MIRD calcu
lations whenever possible. In general, MIRD estimates
are adequate for calculating the dose to normal tissues
that are not in close proximity to the tumor tissue. By
limiting IDTP calculations to determinations of tumor
and adjacent tissue dose [cases which are not amenable
to the MIRD â€œStandardManâ€•formalism (1)], one may
significantly reduce the number of contours required
and thereby the operator time. The illustrative calcula
tions depicted in Figures 4â€”6as well as the time esti
mates for completing the computer intensive tasks listed
below were obtained using a Digital Equipment Cor
poration VAX 8550 computer (without an array pro
cessor) under normal operating conditions (i.e., an av
erage of 5 to 10 users logged on simultaneously). The
computer-intensive tasks are the following:

1. Reading images from the CT magnetic tape,
translating the various CT scanner formats to a
common format, and copying them to the hard
disk. This typically takes 25 sec per image or
10 to 20 mm per patient study. Once the trans
fer is initiated, however, no further user input
is required.

2. Performing the dose calculation. The time re
quired for this increases linearly with the source
volume and target plane dimensions and in
inverse proportion to the cube of the source
and to the square of the target grid spacing.
Each of the calculations depicted in Figures 4
and 6 in which activity was assigned to each of
the three basic hepatic tumor took -@@â€˜30sec. The
calculation depicted in Figure 5 in which the
activity was assigned to the whole liver as well
as to the three hepatic tumors took more than
2 hr and wasobtainedby an overnightbatch
mode execution.

Both computer-intensive tasks require minimal user
interaction and are therefore not limiting in terms of
personnel time. The time required to complete these
tasks will drop significantly as IDTP is modified to take
advantage of currently existing specialized hardware
(e.g., array processors, dedicated work stations). The
user-intensive portion of the program, however, (i.e.,
the source volume identification) is not subject to the
same potential improvements since it is dependent on
human decision making rather than on the speed of the
hardware. Developments in artificial intelligence might

some day reduce the time required for this task by
aiding or reducing the user-dependent decision making
process.

In light of the increased interest in dose distributions
at the cellular level (34â€”36),it should be noted that the
approach we have presented for macroscopic dosimetry
may be adapted to cell-level dosimetry calculations. By
a scaletransformation (i.e., input ofa point kernel that
describes dose deposition over microns rather than
centimeters) and using autoradiographic images of
radionuclide distributions within a cell or cell cluster
rather than patient CT images one may (in an identical
calculational manner) obtain dose distributions across
cellular dimensions. Such calculations will be especially
valuable in assessing the â€œdoseenhancementâ€•resulting
from nonuniform depositions ofvery short-range emit
tersat the cellular level.
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